We show that stochastic programming (SP) provides a framework to design hierarchical model predictive control (MPC) schemes for periodic systems. This is based on the observation that, if the state policy of an infinite-horizon problem is periodic, the problem can be cast as a stochastic program (SP). This reveals that it is possible to update periodic state targets by solving a retroactive optimization problem that progressively accumulates historical data. Moreover, we show that the retroactive problem is a statistical approximation of the SP and thus delivers optimal targets in the long run. Notably, this optimality property can be achieved without the need for data forecasts and cannot be achieved by any known proactive receding horizon scheme. The SP setting also reveals that the retroactive problem can be seen as a high-level hierarchical layer that provides targets to guide a low-level MPC controller that operates over a short period at high resolution. We derive a retroactive scheme tailored to linear systems by using cutting plane techniques and suggest strategies to handle nonlinear systems.
Introduction
A well-known challenge arising in model predictive control (MPC) is the computational tractability associated with the length of the planning horizon and with the time resolution of the state and control policies [17] . These tractability issues are often encountered in energy system applications that exhibit phenomena and disturbances emanating at multiple timescales. For instance, in energy systems, long horizons are often required to respond to low-frequency (e.g., seasonal) supply/demand variations and peak electricity costs (e.g., demand charges) while fine time resolutions are needed to modulate high-frequency variations (e.g., from wind/solar supply) and to participate in real-time markets [4, 7] . Tractability issues are currently handled by using ad-(e.g., energy demands and prices) [11, 18] . Under the SP abstraction, the periodic states are interpreted as design variables and operational policies over the periods are interpreted as recourse variables. We have recently observed that the SP representation provides a mechanism to construct hierarchical MPC schemes in which a long-term (supervisory) MPC controller provides periodic targets to guide a short-term MPC controller [12] . Under nominal conditions with perfect forecasts, we have shown that the hierarchical scheme delivers an optimal policy for the infinite horizon problem. For the more practical case of imperfect forecasts, the hierarchical scheme needs to re-compute periodic targets. While this can certainly be done using an RH scheme (e.g., computes targets by anticipating multiple future periods), such an approach would not provide optimality guarantees. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, no RH scheme currently exists that can provide optimal policies in the presence of imperfect forecast information.
The contribution of this work is the observation that, under a periodic setting, one can derive retroactive schemes that accumulate real historical data to asymptotically deliver optimal targets. We argue that this retroactive design principle offers a key advantage over proactive RH schemes (which rely only on approximate forecasts). The targets obtained with a retroactive scheme are used to guide a low-level controller operating at fine time resolutions within the periods. In the case of linear systems, one can derive a specialized retroactive scheme by using incremental cutting-plane (CP) techniques [9] . The SP setting also reveals strategies to construct retroactive schemes for nonlinear systems. We demonstrate the concepts using a battery application.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide basic definitions. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of retroactive optimization, derive an incremental CP scheme for linear systems, discuss implementation details, and discuss extensions for nonlinear systems. Computational experiments are presented in Section 4.
Basic Definitions and Setting
Consider a long-horizon problem O m : min u ξ ,x ξ ,η,x0 1 m ξ∈Ξ t∈T ϕ 1 (x ξ,t , u ξ,t , d ξ,t ) + η s.t. ϕ 2 (x ξ,t , u ξ,t , d ξ,t ) ≤ η, ξ ∈ Ξ, t ∈ T (1a) x ξ,t+1 = f (x ξ,t , u ξ,t , d ξ,t ), ξ ∈ Ξ, t ∈T (1b) x ξ+1,0 = x ξ,N , ξ ∈Ξ (1c)
The time horizon is partitioned into periods Ξ := {1, . . . , m} with intra-period times T := {0, . . . , n}.
For convenience, we define the setsT := T \ {n} and Ξ := Ξ \ {m}. The controls, states, and data trajectories at period ξ ∈ Ξ and time t ∈ T are denoted as u ξ,t ∈ R nu , x ξ,t ∈ R nx , and d ξ,t ∈ R n d , respectively. We define the notation u ξ := {u ξ,t } t∈T , x ξ := {x ξ,t } t∈T , and d ξ := {d ξ,t } t∈T to denote the inner period trajectories. The problem data can be interpreted as exogenous disturbances or factors affecting the system (e.g., market prices, demands, weather, model errors).
The mapping ϕ 1 : R nu × R nx × R n d → R is a time-additive cost function and the mapping ϕ 2 :
Minimizing the variable η ∈ R subject to the constraints (1a) is equivalent to minimize the peak cost max ξ∈Ξ max t∈T ϕ 2 (x ξ,t , u ξ,t , d ξ,t ). The mapping f : R nu ×R nx ×R n d → R nx describes the system dynamics and X and U are non-empty feasible sets for states and controls, respectively. For reasons that will become apparent, the initial state x 0 ∈ R nx in the above formulation is treated as a decision variable. The infinitehorizon problem O ∞ is obtained by setting lim m→∞ . If the data d ξ , ξ ∈ Ξ is known, the solution of O ∞ provides a policy with the best possible performance.
Problem O m suffers from tractability issues for large m (long horizons) and/or for large n (fine resolutions). This tractability issue is often handled by using a proactive RH scheme, which approximates the long-horizon policy by moving forward in time and by planning over short time horizons (e.g., that span multiple periods). Our goal is to derive alternative schemes for the case in which an optimal policy of O ∞ is periodic (or when this can be approximated reasonably well using a periodic policy).
Assumption 2.1 An optimal policy of O ∞ satisfies the periodicity constraints x ξ,0 = x ξ,n for all ξ ∈ Ξ.
To obtain an optimal periodic policy, we enforce the periodicity constraints at every period. These constraints, together with the continuity constraints (1c), can be expressed as x ξ+1,0 = x ξ,0 , ξ ∈Ξ. This set of constraints, in turn, can be reformulated as x ξ,0 = x 0 , ξ ∈ Ξ. These modifications give the periodic problem P m :
The goal of P m is to find a periodic state x 0 , peak cost η, and intra-period policies u ξ , x ξ ξ ∈ Ξ that minimize the time-additive and peak costs. We note that, by construction, x ξ+1,0 = x ξ,0 = x 0 holds for all ξ ∈ Ξ at any solution of P m . If we have perfect knowledge of the data d ξ , ξ ∈ Ξ, the infinite-horizon problem P ∞ identifies a periodic policy with the best possible performance. We denote the solution of P ∞ as w * = (x * 0 , η * ), and u * ξ , x * ξ .
Clearly, the feasible region of P m is smaller than that of O m (the latter does not enforce periodicity). Consequently, the performance of P m is expected to be inferior to that of O m for all m. In some applications, however, the deterioration of performance might be acceptable, and thus a periodic policy will suffice. However, P m also becomes intractable for large m and/or n. Here, one can address tractability by using a proactive RH scheme, as proposed in [11] . We will see that this is not necessary, because periodicity results in a structure that enables the derivation of retroactive schemes that are tractable and that offer optimality guarantees. Notably, we will also discuss why such optimality guarantees cannot be provided by proactive schemes.
The structure of P m reveals that the only coupling between periods arises from the variables x 0 and η. Consequently, by fixing these variables, we can decompose (2) into individual period subproblems of the form:
We define this problem as S ξ and we define its optimal cost as h(w, d ξ ). In the following discussion, we use the short-hand notation h ξ := h(w, d ξ ). We now make the following key assumption regarding the nature of the data and of the cost h(w, d ξ ).
is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) realizations of a continuous random variable D with associated probability space (Ω, F, P). Moreover, assume that Ω is finite (D has finite support) and that the cost function h : W × Ω → R is continuous and bounded in its domain.
The above assumptions imply that S ξ has a feasible solution for all w ∈ W and d ξ , ξ ∈ Ξ, and that {h ξ } ∞ 0 is an i.i.d. sequence in which h ξ has a finite second moment and a well-defined mean E[w, D] for all w ∈ W. Under these conditions, we can establish the following important property (see page 156 in [22] ). Here, E[·] is the expectation operator. This property is the so-called weak law of large numbers (LLN) and is key because it reveals that the infinite horizon problem P ∞ can be interpreted as a stochastic programming (SP) problem of the form:
Under this representation, periods are realizations d ξ of D, w := (x 0 , η) are design (target) variables, and x ξ , u ξ are (recourse) policies associated with realization d ξ . Here, g : W → R is a bounded cost function for the design variables. In the context of P ∞ , we have g(w) = η but this function can be generalized to enforce a cost also on x 0 . Since (4) is equivalent to P ∞ , it delivers optimal targets w * . We define the solution set of (4) as S ⊆ W.
Remark: The i.i.d. requirement on {d ξ } ensures that the LLN holds. This requirement can be enforced by defining a sufficiently long period duration (to eliminate autocorrelation between periods). This approach is commonly used in long-term statistical extrapolation and time series analysis [3, 15] . The i.i.d. requirement can also be relaxed by allowing for sequences that have bounded correlation [10] . To give an idea of why this is the case, we provide the following basic result.
∞ is a sequence of identically distributed random variables with finite second moment and mean E[h(x, D)]. Assume also that there exists 0 ≤ c < ∞ such that
We thus have V[h m ] ≤ c/m and, from Chebyshev's inequality,
We thus have lim m→∞hm = µ with probability one. 2
Hierarchical Schemes based on Statistical Approximations
The SP representation opens a number of interesting directions. In particular, it provides a mechanism to derive hierarchical MPC schemes. For instance, one can use a statistical approximation of (4) (equivalently of P ∞ ) to provide targets x 0 , η that guide a short-term MPC controller of the form (3). As we discuss next, approximations of P ∞ can be constructed and solved in a tractable manner by using well-established SP tools [6, 8, 24] .
Retroactive Optimization
A key observation that arises from the SP representation is that one can derive retroactive optimization schemes that accumulate data over time to refine targets. To explain how such an scheme would work, assume that the system is currently at the beginning of period m + 1 and the data history {d ξ } m ξ=1 is known. We use this information to solve the approximation of (4):
This problem is equivalent to P m and, because {d ξ } m ξ=1
is i.i.d., P m is an statistical approximation of P ∞ . In the SP literature problem, (5) is known as a sample average approximation (SAA). We define the solution set of P m as S m ⊆ W. A solution of P m is used to update the targets for the next period w m+1 = (x 0,m+1 , η m+1 ). The solution of P m also implicitly computes optimal (retroactive) policies u ξ , x ξ , ξ = 1, . . . , m associated with the sequence {d ξ } m ξ=1 . These retroactive policies are interpreted as policies that the system would have taken given knowledge of the data.
Given that the system is at the current state target x 0,m (obtained from the solution of P m−1 ), we use the targets w m+1 to guide a short-term MPC controller over period m + 1. At this point, however, the data d m+1 is not known, so we use a forecastd m+1 to find policies that optimize the system over period m + 1 while satisfying the targets w m+1 . This can be interpreted as solving S ξ for w m+1 andd m+1 . At the beginning of the next period m + 2, the data d m+1 reveals itself and we use this to solve the approximation P m+1 to obtain targets w m+2 .
The retroactive scheme is consistent because, from Property 2.1, we know that accumulating data over time will yield an asymptotically exact statistical approximation lim m→∞ φ m (w) = φ(w) and thus the targets obtained with P m will provide a solution to P ∞ as m → ∞. This asymptotic convergence result is formally stated in the following theorem (see Theorem 5.3 in [22] ). Theorem 3.1 Suppose that there exists a compact set C ⊂ R nw such that: i) the solution set S of P ∞ is nonempty and contained in C, ii) the function φ(w) is finite valued and continuous on C, iii) φ m (w) converges to φ(w) with probability one as m → ∞ uniformly in w ∈ C, and with probability one for large enough m the solution set S m of P m is nonempty and contained in C. Then the distance between the solution sets D(S m , S) converges to zero with probability one as m → ∞.
The above result implies that the distance of any solution of P m to the solution set of P ∞ is zero as m → ∞. Statistical approximation results for SPs also indicate that the probability that a solution of P m is in the solution set of P ∞ increases exponentially with m (Theorem 5.16 in [22] ). In other words, the probability of finding better targets than those obtained with P m decays exponentially as information is accumulated over time.
These asymptotic optimality results provide a key advantage of the retroactive scheme over traditional RH schemes. This is based on a fundamental design difference: the retroactive scheme uses past (but real) data while RH schemes use future (but approximate) data forecasts. Moreover, proactive schemes discard historical data when computing new targets. The fact that historical data is discarded prevents RH schemes from offering asymptotic optimality guarantees. The structure of P m can be exploited using decomposition strategies and this enables scalability to large values of m. In the following section, we provide a specific scheme for linear systems, and we then discuss extensions to nonlinear systems.
Incremental Cutting Plane Scheme
We derive a retroactive scheme tailored to linear systems that delivers optimal targets in the long run. This is done by using an incremental cutting plane (CP) scheme that accumulates data over time. Our approach is an adaptation of the stochastic decomposition scheme proposed in [9] to tackle linear SPs. To derive this linear setting, we assume that g(w) = c T w w where c w ∈ R nw is a cost vector, we assume that the set W ⊆ R nw is polyhedral, and we assume that S ξ has the form:
Here, the data realization is given by d ξ = (c ξ , r ξ ). We use y(w, d ξ ) to denote the primal solution vector containing the intra-period trajectories (x ξ , u ξ ) and some additional dummy variables. The intra-period dynamics are captured using the W, T are coefficient matrices. The structure of the recourse problem is used to simplify algebraic manipulations and is done without loss of generality (the results that we present hold provided that the recourse problem is a linear program). The representation of S ξ allows us to express its dual form in the following compact form:
Here, π(w, d ξ ) is the dual solution vector (dual variables of (7)) and we recall that π(w, d ξ ) T (r ξ − T w) ≤ h(w, d ξ ) holds for w ∈ W. We assume that the feasible set of the dual subproblem is a non-empty, compact, and convex polyhedral set. As a result, the subproblem has a finite number of dual vertices. Moreover, because the support Ω is finite, the set of vertices is finite. We use V to denote the set of all dual vertices. We also note that, by definition,
In the linear setting, the cost function of P ∞ (given by φ(w) = c 
Here, π 
This problem is a tractable surrogate of min w∈W φ m (w), because it captures the recourse subproblems by using hyperplanes. This becomes particularly important as information is accumulated over time. The solution of M m is used to update the targets w m+1 , which in turn are used to solve the recourse subproblem S ξ+1 and with this, obtain a new dual vertex to be stored in V m+1 . The CP scheme is summarized as: We now prove that the CP scheme delivers a sequence of targets {w m } ∞ m=1 that converges to optimal targets w * of P ∞ . Our analysis follows along the lines of that presented in [9] .
Proof. Because V m ⊆ V we have that,
and (π
Furthermore, π T (r ξ −T w) ≤ h(w, d ξ ) for any π ∈ V and:
The result follows from (9) and by noticing that φ m (w) is a statistical approximation of φ(w). 2
As more observations d ξ are collected, it is important that all the collected CPs provide a statistically valid lower bound for φ(w). This is the goal of
Step 5b in the CP scheme. In particular, at period m + p with p > 0:
Thus, in the (m + p) th period, the CP
still provides a statistically valid lower bound for φ(w).
We now explore the limiting behavior of h m (·), which embeds all CP information accumulated over time. converges point-wise to some function ϕ(·) satisfying
Since V is a finite set, soV is also a finite set, and we have that:
and it follows that ϕ(·) is a continuous function. As W×Ω is a compact space, and {h m (·)} ∞ m=1 is a monotonic sequence of continuous functions, it follows that it converges uniformly to ϕ(·) (see Theorem 7.13 in [20] ). 2
We now show that the sequence of CPs generated provides support points for φ(·) in the limit m → ∞. 
In addition, every limit of {α
defines a support of φ(w) atw, with probability one.
Proof. By definition, we have that
By Lemma 3.1, there exists ϕ(·) ≤ h(·) such that {h m } ∞ m=0 converges uniformly to ϕ(·). We thus have:
and lim k→∞
] with probability one. It is now sufficient to show that ϕ(w, d ξ ) = h(w, d ξ ) with probability one. Let d ξ be a given realization and suppose that, for every δ > 0, we have P{|D − d ξ | < δ}. Then, for every δ > 0, |d m k − d ξ | < δ infinitely often, with probability one. Because h(·) is a continuous function and {h m (·)} ∞ m=1 is uniformly convergent, for every > 0 there exists a δ > 0 and N < ∞ such that |(w, d ξ ) − (w, d)| < δ and with:
Consequently, because lim k→∞ w m k =w, we have P{|D − d ξ | < δ} implies that for every > 0 there exists a further subsequence {(
Finally, since Ω is compact, we have that P{|D − d ξ | < δ} for some δ > 0 and for only finitely many values of d ξ , with probability one. Thus, with probability one, ϕ(w, d ξ ) = h(w, d ξ ) for all but a finite number of realizations. Hence, with probability one,
Moreover, since h(w, d ξ ) = max{π T (r ξ − T w)|π ∈ V} and V m ⊂ V for all m, it follows that
We conclude that, with probability one, φ(w) is at least as large as any limiting cut that is associated with the subsequence of cuts defined by {(α
. Thus, any limiting cut defines a support of φ(w) atw. 2
Theorem 3.4 There exists a subsequence of {w
Proof. See proof of Theorem 3 in [9] .
We now establish the main convergence result. is an optimal solution w * of P ∞ , with probability one.
Proof. Let w * be an optimal solution of P ∞ . From Theorem 3.4, there exists a subsequence {w
Let {w m k } k∈K be a further subsequence such that lim k∈K w m k =w. Compactness of W ensures thatw ∈ W, and thus φ(w * ) ≤ φ(w). We know that:
and thus,
with probability one for any index set M. Since w m min-
for all m. From Theorem 3.3, lim k∈K φ m k (w m k ) ≤ φ(w) with probability one and, also by definition,
Thus, we have lim k∈K φ m k −1 (w m k ) = φ(w), with probability one. Combining these results we obtain:
with probability one. We thus have thatw = w * . 2
Short-Term MPC Controller
The CP scheme is guaranteed to deliver optimal targets as data is accumulated over time. Notably, because the scheme is inherently retroactive, it achieves optimal targets without using any data forecasts. So the question is: How does the proposed scheme accommodates forecast information? From an implementation stand-point, another important question is: What metrics can one use to monitor optimality of the targets?
The proposed scheme offers a couple of mechanisms to embed forecast information. First, initial guesses for the targets w m = (x 0,m , η m ) at period m = 1, can be obtained by solving P m for some m ≥ 1 that uses a data forecast {d ξ } m ξ=1 . Because the forecast is expected to contain errors, the initial targets are expected to be Cut Generator Current Time
Disturbance Evolution
State Evolution Fig. 1 . Sketch of hierarchical scheme using cutting planes.
suboptimal but these will be refined as true data is obtained. The proposed scheme also enables the incorporation of forecasts at the beginning of each period to compute the intra-period policies. In particular, given the current guess for the targets w m+1 , and a forecastd m+1 over period m + 1, one can compute the internal control and state policiesŷ m+1 = (x m+1 ,û m+1 ) that satisfy the targets w m+1 using an intra-period MPC controller. In the linear case, this can be done by solving:
Clearly, the policiesŷ m+1 are suboptimal because the forecastd m+1 will deviate from the true realization d m+1 (this becomes known at the end of period ξ + 1). Because the cost function h(·, ·) is continuous, one can use standard perturbation results to show that the optimality error in the intra-period policy is bounded by the forecast error as |h(
This implies that the quality of the forecast does affect optimality with respect to the intra-period policies. Interestingly, however, the forecast quality does not affect optimality of the targets.
The full hierarchical scheme is sketched in Figure 1 and is summarized as follows: The SP interpretation allows us to derive metrics and techniques to monitor optimality. We first note that the running cost φ m (w m ) evaluated at the current target w m can be evaluated by solving the sequence of subproblems S ξ , ξ = 1, . . . , m. The running cost is an upper bound of the optimal running cost (obtained by solving P m ). Moreover, the proposed CP scheme offers the guarantee that the cost φ m (w m ) is a lower bound of the running cost φ m (w m ), which is an asymptotically exact statistical approximation of φ(w m ). The difference between the running cost (upper bound) and the lower bound is known in the SP literature as the optimality gap and is formally defined as m := (φ m (w m ) − φ m (w m ))/φ m (w m ). Here, we refer to m as the current gap. The convergence of the CP scheme guarantees that lim m→∞ m = 0. We note that this gap can be used to measure the quality of the CP approximation but should be used with care when interpreting optimality. In particular, the gap can only be used as a measure of optimality in the limit m → ∞ (once the running cost φ m (w m ) is close to the actual cost φ ∞ (w m )). Consequently, one usually resorts to computing confidence intervals for φ m (w m ) by using inference (evaluate the cost at w m but using different combinations of realizations) [13] . Motivated by this, in benchmarking studies, we are also interested in monitoring the overall optimality gap¯ m := (φ ∞ (w m ) − φ m (w m ))/φ ∞ (w m ), provided that φ ∞ (w m ) can be computed.
Extensions to Nonlinear Systems
In the case of linear systems, the CP scheme can approximate the running cost φ m (w) using a finite number of supporting hyperplanes, which keeps the master problem M m tractable. The SP representation opens the door to other schemes such as proximal point methods for nonlinear (but convex) problems [1] . Here, the idea is to prevent the accumulation of data over time by summarizing past information in terms of a proximal term. In our context, for instance, the proximal point strategy will result in a problem of the form at stage m:
Here, µ w − w m 2 is a regularization term with parameter µ > 0. This term summarizes data before time m and resembles the arrival cost used in moving horizon estimation [16] . In the general case of nonconvex problems one can use a statistical approximation min w∈W φ m (w) at every period m by using linear algebra decomposition schemes. In particular, it is well-known that problems with the structure of P m give linear algebra systems that enable parallel decomposition [24] . Given that the coupling is only in the space of the periodic targets x 0 , this approach can scale to systems with thousands of states and tens of thousands of periods (realizations). This approach, however, exhibits a fundamental limitation in the number of periods that it can handle (because data is accumulated unboundedly over time). This is, in fact, is also a limitation of statistical approximation schemes for SP. To circumvent this issue, one can use clustering techniques that seek to compress the realization space to maintain a tractable approximation [5] . Such techniques are based on the observation that data realizations tend to be redundant and only a small subset actually impacts the cost. One can quantify the error incurred in the scenario compression by using inference techniques [13] .
Computational Experiments
The performance of the proposed scheme is demonstrated using an application in buildings with electricity storage. The goal of the controller is to determine optimal short-term (hourly) participation strategies in frequency regulation (FR) and energy markets that maximize revenue and simultaneously mitigate long-term demand charges. We consider a utility-scale stationary battery with a capacity of 0.5 MWh, rated power of 1 MW, and a ramping limit of 0.5 MW/hr. We use real data for energy and FR prices from PJM Interconnection (shown in Figure 2 ). We also use real load data for a typical university campus (shown also in Figure  2 ). The periodic components in the energy prices and the load profile can be clearly observed, while periodicity of FR prices is not as strong. The MPC problem is formulated using daily periods of n = 24 hours and we consider an horizon of m = 300 days (nearly a year). The model parameters include the battery storage capacity (E kWh), maximum discharging and charging rates (power) (P , P in kW, respectively), minimum fraction of battery capacity reserved for frequency regulation (ρ in kWh/kW), and maximum ramping limit (∆P in kW/h). The random data are the loads (L ξ,t kW), market prices for electricity and FR capacity (π e ξ,t $/kWh and π f ξ,t $/kW respectively), demand charge (monthly) (π D in $/kW), and fraction of FR capacity requested by ISO (α ξ,t ). The decision variables are net battery discharge rate (power) (P ξ,t in kW), FR capacity provided to ISO (F ξ,t in kW), state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery (E ξ,t in kWh), load requested from utility (d ξ,t in kW) and peak load (D in kW). The formulation minimizes the total cost (negative total revenue), which is given by the demand charge (peak cost) and the revenues collected from the market (time-additive cost). Detailed notation and analysis of this formulation is presented in [12] . The problem has the form: We first solve the long-horizon MPC problem (1) for a horizon of 30 days assuming perfect knowledge of the data to obtain the optimal policy. We compare this policy against that of a long-horizon MPC formulation that enforces periodicity constraints (2) . The optimal and periodic policies are presented in Figure 3 . Here, we can see that the policies match. In this application, SOC periodicity arises naturally because the battery needs to maintain a minimum SOC level after each period. We ran the proposed retroactive CP scheme for 300 periods to progressively update the targets. The evolution of the current gap m and overall optimality gap¯ m is shown in Figure 4 . We observe that the overall gap eventually vanishes, demonstrating that the CP scheme delivers optimal targets. The overall gap closes to zero close to the end of the horizon, once the peak demand is observed.
We also see that the current gap closes to 0% in about 50 periods and stays there for the rest of the horizon.
This illustrates that the cutting planes approximate the cost function well but also that this metric can be misleading. We have also found that the performance of the proposed hierarchical scheme is close to that obtained with the optimal periodic policy (assuming perfect information). In particular, the cost of the optimal policy over the 300 periods is $136,050 while that of the hierarchical MPC is $139,978 (a difference of 2.89%). Figure 5 shows the evolution of the periodic state and peak targets. We see that the CP scheme adaptively updates the targets as data is accumulated over time.
The SOC target settles quickly to the optimal level of 59%. The peak target requires more periods to settle and this behavior is attributed to the fact that the peak load is observed at period 264. After this period the peak settles at its optimal value of 32,935. Figure 6 shows the intra-period policies for the short-term MPC controller for the first 7 days (periods) of operation. We see that the controller follows the target of the CP scheme. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We showed that stochastic programming provides a framework to design hierarchical MPC schemes for periodic systems. We have shown that, under periodicity, it is possible to compute and refine periodic state targets by solving a retroactive optimization problem that progressively accumulates historical data. The retroactive problem is a statistical approximation of the stochastic program that delivers optimal targets in the long run to guide a short-term MPC controller. This optimality property can be achieved without data forecasts. The SP setting opens the door to a number of potential developments in hierarchical MPC scheme. As part of future work, we are interested in exploring schemes for nonlinear systems and to provide optimality and stability results. Moreover, it is necessary to investigate convergent schemes that prevent accumulation of large amounts of data over time and that factor in forecast information in a more effective manner.
